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PHP Matrimonial Shaadi Clone Script is one of the most powerful php script to run a professional
matrimonial portal site. Shaadi-Clone.comâ€™s PHP Matrimonial Shaadi Clone Script comes with many
powerful inbuilt features. It provides a complete match making solutions for Match-Making
consultancies or agencies who are willing to start a online matchmaking service or planning to
provide a online platform wherein Brides and Grooms can interact with each other and find the best
life partner.

Shaadi-Clone.comâ€™s Matrimonial Portal Script is a web product for running powerful and customized
matrimonial services. Our PHP Matrimonial Shaadi Clone Script comes with a front site (fully
customizable and template based), giving complete snapshot of the matrimonial site. Weâ€™ve
designed the shaadi clone matrimonial site in such a manner that it gives the glimpse of each
module to visitors. It attracts the visitors to register on your site by creating a free profile. Easy
Partner search abilities includes Quick Search and Advanced Search along with other search
parameters. Registered members can fully control his/her profile and can edit or delete when
required. Admin (using admin panel) can fully control all the features of the matrimonial site, like
content management, user management, memberships, activations etc.

It is developed in PHP and supported by a MySQL database. It is a complete Matrimonial/Dating
script for those who wants to run a professional matrimonial/dating websites like shaadi.com or any
such major portals.

Matrimonial scripts are developed in php to create websites for planned marriages. This powerful
online system is easy for the members to edit their profiles and for new users to navigate through
the links.

It attracts the visitors to register on your site by creating a free profile. Easy Partner search abilities
includes Quick Search and Advanced Search along with other search parameters. Registered
members can fully control his/her profile and can edit or delete when required. Admin (using admin
panel) can fully control all the features of the matrimonial site, like content management, user
management, memberships, activations etc.

http://www.shaadi-clone.com
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